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WASHINGTON – Emmanuel Macron’s meteoric ascendance –literally
from nothing prior to a short stint in the Hollande
administration, to President of a major European country—is by
itself a stunning political achievement. The very fact that
obscure Macron saw an opening for himself as the leader of a
brand new movement (he called it En Marche!) in a crowded
field populated by seasoned politicians at least twice his age
speaks volumes about Macron’s political instincts.
He was lucky
That said, we also know that Macron was very lucky. The center
right party candidate,the Republican Francois Fillon, the
favorite to win this presidential race according to most,
suddenly imploded on account of the scandal related to fake
staff jobs he offered to his wife and children. With Fillon
sunk and a very weak Socialist party candidate running, Macron
became the only credible alternative to Marine Le Pen,
assuming that he could make it to the second round of the
vote. Indeed there was a brief but all too real scare that
grew as the first round got closer. It was all about Jean-Luc
Melenchon, an unreconstructed Marxist who connected
surprisingly well with the old French leftists (still many of
them!) and with many young voters. Had Melenchon managed to
overtake Macron in the first round, it would have been a
disaster for Macron, the would-be new leader of a the newly
reconstituted reformist center. (Imagine the scenario of a
second ballot with Le Pen and Melenchon as the two finalists
fighting for the French presidency).
Predictions were correct
In the end, as we now know, Macron managed to get to the

second round, even though not by much. And then, after this
critical first round semi-victory, everything happened
according to most predictions. Macron won on May 7 by a large
margin, (64%), while support for Marine Le Pen did not pass
the symbolically significant 40% threshold. In fact she only
got to 34%. Now she is defeated and humiliated, although still
alive politically and –she says– willing to keep fighting.
Happy ending?
So, happy ending? Not quite. France and the world dodged a
major bullet. A Le Pen presidency, at least at the start,
would have been very disruptive, given her very negative views
on Europe, the Euro, trade relations, and the NATO Alliance.
Not to mention the heavy and disturbing baggage of xenophobia,
racism, anti-Semitism, and more.
How to rejuvenate France
That said, while Macron’s victory for sure is a precious
reprieve, it is no guarantee that a severely weakened France,
burdened by unaffordable social spending, unwieldy labor
rules, and inefficient state owned corporations will become
all of a sudden nimble, regain the enthusiasm needed to get
out of the swamp of low growth and high unemployment; not to
mention be able to overcome the unresolved issue of millions
of (mostly Muslim) non assimilated immigrants, in many
instance the breeding mix for radicalized youth who engage in
acts of terror.
It is important to stress that Macron won on a positive
message. He stated that France must embrace –not reject–
globalization, foreign trade and strong relations with Europe.
He forcefully argued that France is part of the global
economy. Withdrawing behind protectionist walls is no
solution.
Untested leader

All true. The unknown here is whether this new –and completely
untested— young president (the youngest leader of France since
Napoleon) will be able to galvanize his country, while at the
same time gathering the necessary parliamentary support to
pass critical labor and tax reforms, the minimal policy
preconditions to create the enabling environment for French
business and enterprise to flourish.
In order to secure these reforms Macron needs a major win at
the forthcoming parliamentary elections. He needs a workable
majority in the National Assembly in order to govern. Can his
brand new political party repeat the leader’s May 7 surprising
victory?
The best choice?
Finally another somber consideration. The very fact that we
applaud Macron’s victory as a major turning point in French
and indeed European politics is in itself stunning. Macron is
completely unknown, untested and inexperienced. Not that the
establishment politicians inspire such great confidence.
However, the 64% obtained by this young new president is by
itself a manifestation of a country adrift, grasping this
modest straw (Macron) because this was the only way to avoid
the abyss of a Le Pen victory.
When the French elevated General De Gaulle to the presidency,
at least they knew they got a proven leader with a long,
distinguished, and very public record. Today Emmanuel Macron
is the new occupant of the same Elysee Palace once occupied by
De Gaulle. The difference is that the French people who voted
for Macron in large numbers have no clue as to how he will
perform, because he has no real record.

